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SECTION I: INTRODUCTION
1.1

SUMMARY STATEMENT

The Redevelopment Authority of Prince George’s County (RDA) has issued this Request for
Conceptual Proposals (“RFP”) for a master developer or team for the development of an
approximate 26-acre site consisting of two contiguous parcels located at 3001 and 3005 Hospital
Drive, Hyattsville, MD.
The purpose of this RFP is to identify qualified teams (“Respondent”) and solicit project concepts
to redevelop and commercialize approximately 26-acres of real property on the replacement site
of the former hospital site (the “Project”).
The development of this parcel includes responsibility for the entitlement process, infrastructure
construction, and build out of the site. The site is currently occupied by the UM Prince George’s
County Hospital. The goal of this development is to solicit project concepts to redevelop and
commercialize for a mixed-use community that should activate, support and is compatible to the
existing Town of Cheverly that is immediately adjacent to the site to the south.
1.2

PROJECT VISION

The Former Hospital Site is envisioned as an urban place with high quality commercial, retail,
commercial, and residential buildings, well designed streets, and enjoyable public spaces. The
tree lined streets will have ample sidewalks bordered by interesting restaurants and shops and
will be filled at all hours with people eating, shopping, meeting friends, or walking through on
their way to class, work, or home. The Former Hospital Sites is envisioned to:
-

Be a local and a regional destination with an authentic sense of place that grows more and
more interesting, relevant, and attractive as it matures with time.

-

Be a transit-oriented development that takes advantage of the proximity to the Cheverly
Metro Station.

-

Be environmentally sustainable and resilient, and designed to thoughtfully embrace
emerging trends in technology and society.
Be a vibrant urban neighborhood where people will live, work, and shop, as well as learn,
1
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create, and play.
This Site offers a unique stand-alone development opportunity.
1.3

PROJECT REQUIREMENTS AND DESIRED FEATURES

While the RDA hopes to receive Proposals that deliver all requirements and desired features
contained herein, it recognizes that there may be competing priorities in completing the Project.
Project requirements must be completed through design and delivery of the Project. If Respondent
do not believe that it is possible to deliver all Desired Features (described in Section 3.4 of this
RFP), they are nonetheless encouraged to submit a response addressing the goals they believe are
achievable and state why they believe others are not achievable. Likewise, if a Proposer believes
5 that the County should be made aware of important tradeoffs that affect multiple requirements
and goals, it should clearly describe those tradeoffs in the Proposal.
Project Requirements
The Selected Developer shall design, build, finance, operate and maintain a vibrant mixed-use
development project that meets the requirements below.
Financial and Structural Requirements. The Selected Developer will be required to:
A. Execute a Land Disposition/Development Agreement (LDDA) with the RDA prior to take
possession of the Site.
B. Provide sources of capital to plan, design, and build the Project as described in Section 3.4.
C. Finance and construct utilities, private roads, and infrastructure on the Site.
D. Maximize long-term positive net fiscal impact to the County through high quality
commercial uses. For these purposes, the net fiscal impact is the projected tax yield,
including all types of taxes to be generated from the site, minus the projected costs for the
County services once the redevelopment is completed. The RDA may also use its own
fiscal impact model to measure the impact of a proposal.
2
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Financial Capability Requirements
The Selected Developer must have the following financial capability:
A. Possess the ability to provide payment and performance bonding capacity sufficient to
ensure project delivery.
B. Have experience financing large, mixed use, master planned communities with
development costs in excess of $100 million. Transit oriented developments, projects
greater than 5 acres, and projects located in urban areas will be considered most
favorably by the RDA.
C. Provide expressions of interest from lenders or equity providers not intended to be part of
the Selected Developer through a partnership or joint venture.
D. Must not be subject to financial risk that may impact its ability to successfully execute
the Project.

3
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1.4

PROPOSAL CLOSING DATE

The proposer must submit 1 original hardcopy and 4 copies of the proposal along with one
complete electronic copy (a .pdf file, on a digital storage flash drive), of the Conceptual Proposal
in a sealed package and address to:
The sole point of contact (“POC”) for matters related to the RFP, and the designated addressee of
any responses, questions, or comments regarding this RFP, is the person designated below. In the
interests of competition, transparency and openness in this procurement, the POC is the only
individual authorized to communicate in relation to this RFP with any Respondent. All
communications with the POC about the Project or this RFP shall be in writing, as required by
applicable provisions of this RFP. The RDA will not be bound by any oral communications. Any
Proposer who violates the limits on communication described in this section will be disqualified
and will not be considered for the Project.
Ernest Williams
Senior Manager
Redevelopment Authority
9200 Basil Court, Suite 504
Largo, Maryland 20774
Proposals must be received, and time stamped by the Redevelopment Authority no later than
September 30th at 12:00 noon EST. The submittals must be sealed, and the outside envelope must
be clearly marked "RFP No. 2021-03”.
Late proposals will not be considered. Respondents mailing proposals should allow sufficient
mail delivery time to ensure timely receipt by the Redevelopment Authority. The Respondents
shall prepay any shipping/delivery charges, as applicable, for all documents submitted.
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1.5

QUESTIONS AND INQUIRIES AND PRE-PROPOSAL CONFERENCE
Questions and inquiries must be submitted via email no later than September 16th at 12
p.m. EST:
eywilliams@co.pg.md.us

Phone calls or faxed questions will not be accepted. Respondents shall not direct questions to any
other person within the County except as allowed elsewhere in this RFP. Responses to
Respondent questions will be aggregated and posted on the Project Website prior to the
Submission Due Date, no later than September 30th at 12 p.m. EST.
All potential respondents are responsible for checking the RDA website for any addendums. A
Pre-Proposal Conference will be held virtually on August 12th at 9 a.m. EST. Attendance at the
pre proposal conference is not mandatory but is strongly recommended.
1.6

PROPOSAL ACCEPTANCE

The Redevelopment Authority reserves the right to accept or reject any and all proposals, in whole
or in part, received as a result of this solicitation and to waive minor irregularities. Further, the
RDA reserves the right to make a whole award, partial award, or no award at all.
1.7

DURATION OF PROPOSAL OFFER

Proposals are to be held valid for six months following the closing date for this Request for
Proposals. This period may be extended by mutual written agreement between the Respondents
and the Redevelopment Authority.
1.8

NOTICE TO RESPONDENTS

Before submitting a proposal, Respondents are to completely familiarize themselves with the
requirements of the solicitation. Failure to do so will not relieve the Respondent of responsibility
to fully perform in accordance therewith. No consideration will be granted for any alleged
misunderstanding of the material to be furnished or work to be done; it being understood that the
submission of a proposal is an agreement with all of the items and conditions referred to herein.
5
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SECTION II: GENERAL INFORMATION
2.1

ECONOMY OF PREPARATION/INCURRED EXPENSES

Proposals should be prepared simply and economically, providing a straightforward, concise
delineation of the Respondent’s capabilities and description of the offer to meet the requirements
of this RFP. The RDA will not be responsible for any costs incurred by any Respondent in
preparing and submitting a response to this solicitation.
2.2

ADDENDA TO THE REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL

If it becomes necessary to revise any part of this RFP, Addenda will be provided on the RDA
website. It is the responsibility of all potential respondents to regularly check the RDA website
for any Addenda.
2.3

ORAL PRESENTATIONS

The Redevelopment Authority reserves the right to conduct individual interviews with finalists
and to request best and final offers from any or all finalists. Those Respondents may be required
to provide oral presentations to discuss their proposal, answer questions from the RDA’s Proposal
Analysis Group, and/or clarify their technical submittal.
2.4

CONFIDENTIALITY/PROPRIETARY INFORMATION

Respondents must specifically identify those portions of their proposals, if any, which they deem
to contain confidential, proprietary information or trade secrets and must provide justification why
such material should not, upon request, be disclosed by the Redevelopment Authority in
accordance with the General Provisions Article (GP), §§ 4-101 through 4-601, Maryland
Annotated Code. Respondents must clearly indicate each page that is deemed to be
confidential/proprietary or a trade secret (it IS NOT sufficient to preface your proposal with a
proprietary statement).
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2.5

ALLOWANCE OF IN-HOUSE WORK

No section or portion of this RFP or the Contract shall be construed or interpreted to preclude the
Redevelopment Authority from accomplishing any task or undertaking of any operation or project
utilizing its own work force and that of the Owner’s Representative.
2.6

AGREEMENT/CONTRACT WITH SUCCESSFUL CONTRACTOR

The Contract to be negotiated as a result of this RFP (the "Contract") shall be by and between the
Respondent as Master Developer and the Redevelopment Authority and shall contain provisions
included in this RFP. By submitting a proposal in response to the RFP, the Respondent accepts
the terms and conditions set forth herein.
Due Diligence
Following receipt of notification from RDA of its Selection, the selected Respondent shall execute
a right of entry agreement with the RDA to allow the Respondent to begin due diligence tests and
studies on the Development Parcel.
Disposition Agreement & Approval
If the RDA and selected Respondent are unable to execute a disposition agreement within 120
days after the date of RDA’s notification to Respondent of its Selection, the RDA, in its sole and
absolute discretion, may terminate negotiations and select a different Respondent’s Proposal; reissue the RFP; issue a modified RFP; or take such other measures as the RDA deems reasonable,
appropriate, and/or necessary. All costs incurred by Respondent in responding to this RFP and in
performance of due diligence and predevelopment work shall be at Respondent’s sole cost and
expense. Under no circumstances shall the RDA be responsible for the reimbursement of any such
costs.
The County, through RDA, and the selected Respondent shall attempt to negotiate in good faith a
disposition agreement which shall incorporate the requirements contained in this RFP, the Term
Sheet, and such other terms as may be required by RDA or may be agreed to by RDA and the
selected Respondent. Upon completion of the parties’ negotiation, RDA shall recommend such
Respondent and proposed business terms to the Executive Director.
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2.7

AFFIDAVITS, CERTIFICATIONS AND AFFIRMATIONS

Respondents are required to submit with their proposal certain certifications, affirmations and
affidavits. These forms, which should be completed by all Respondents, are included as
Appendix A of this RFP.

8
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SECTION III: SCOPE AND REQUIREMENTS
3.1

BACKGROUND/PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Redevelopment Authority’s mission is to contribute to the creation of a diverse and vibrant
economy and living environment for Prince George's County, using community building
techniques and providing responsible and responsive development and redevelopment that is
designed to enhance quality of life, balanced growth and job creation for diverse, sustainable
communities.
The UM Prince George’s County Hospital partially occupies the 26 acres on the subject site,
however it is scheduled to fully vacate the facility in the Fall of 2021.

9
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3.2

SITE DESCRIPTION

Figure 1 Development Boundary

The site is approximately 26 acres in size and is located right off the Baltimore Washington
Parkway. The site is contiguous and located at the top of a hill. The current hospital structure
10
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houses over 350 beds. There are multiple buildings and parking lots on the site.
The proposed zoning for the site is CGO which allows for a mix of uses and densities. The site is
also eligible for future rezoning to Mixed-Use Planned Development (MU-PD) which allows for
even greater flexibility with densities and building heights. If the Respondent is planning to us the
(MU-PD) zone, please submit information on why that zone is preferred and the process to go
through to achieve the rezoning.
Site Condition
As-Is Condition
The Site shall be conveyed in “as-is” condition, without representation or warranty by the
County as to physical or environmental condition of the land or any existing structures.
Soil or Subsurface Conditions
The County makes no representations regarding the character or extent of soil or subsurface
conditions or the conditions and existence of utilities that may be encountered during the course
of any work, development, construction, or occupancy of the building.
Environmental Remediation
Respondents will be responsible at their sole cost and liability for any environmental remediation
that may be associated with removal or disturbance of existing improvements or other
preparation of the Site.
Transportation and Access
The Site is a prime location, served by all modes of transportation and presents a unique large
tract, transit-oriented development opportunity inside the Capital Beltway. The Site sits adjacent
to Landover Road and Baltimore-Washington Parkway and provides easy access to I-495, enabling
quick access to the entire region.
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3.3

DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES

Concept Plan
In an effort to guide the Respondent’s development vision, we are providing the results of a
concept plan for the Prince George’s County Hospital redevelopment project. The concept plan
anticipates the development of an approximate 1,100 units that consist of a mix of residential and
commercial spaces. The concept plan is attached (Appendix B-1). The concept plan is based on
guidance provided in the Cheverly Sector Plan (Appendix B-2).
The concept plan has been presented to the community through a series of virtual meetings. As a
result of these community meetings, the Town of Cheverly has submitted a list of formal comments
to the RDA that they desire to see incorporated into the project. These comments are attached as
Appendix B-3.
The plan has not been formally approved by the Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning
Commission (“M-NCPPC”), but has been presented to staff and incorporates general comments
received from M-NCPPC staff. Proposals are not required to follow the concept plan, but they
should be consistent with the development principles outlined below.
3.4

DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPLES

Site Organization:
•
•
•

The site should be organized with an urban grid and include a central urban square that is
within walkable distance to residents in the new development and Cheverly residents.
The design should feature a hierarchy of streets with special architectural “Gateways” at
Rt. 202, Pepsi Place entrances and the Baltimore Washington Parkway.
The development should be supportive to existing Cheverly town and investigate and
provide connectivity options for existing Cheverly town residents – pedestrian and
vehicular.

Demo/Existing:
•
•
•

The development will commence following the demolition of the existing hospital, its
utilities and eventual removal of the cell tower.
Please submit a demolition plan with proposed funding sources and schedule.
The development should maximize reuse of existing material on site.
12
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•

The proposal should incorporate the existing Prince George’s County Health Department
and flanking parking lot and should seek to renovate and reuse the existing large parking
garage structure at its place.
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Density/Program:
•
•
•

•
•
•

The development should propose an appropriate medium – high density residential and
mixed-use scheme that can support the desired on-site retail and commercial space.
A variety of building heights should be considered including taller buildings that take
advantage of the views into downtown Washington, DC.
Proposed buildings and unit types should improve residential choice and create a diverse,
multi-generational development with a combination of townhomes, condominiums,
multifamily apartment buildings, and senior living.
Homeownership should be a significant part of the residential component including
condominiums and for sale townhomes.
Retail and commercial types should bring daily necessities and exciting amenities to the
neighborhood and Greater Cheverly.
The site may feature a new community building large enough for new and existing
residents and that overlooks a public gathering space.

Building and Street Character:
•
•

Buildings should seek to match the architectural character of the surrounding
neighborhood with use of similar and complementing building materials.
The new development should respect the scale of the surrounding neighborhood by
transitioning or “stepping down” the height and density around the property’s edge, while
being next to existing town boundary and residential use would be the preferred use along
with boundary line.

Site Amenities and Recreation:
•

The new development should offer a variety of site amenities and recreation opportunities
that support new development as well as existing town of Cheverly.

Transportation:
•
•

Transportation to and from the site should include vehicular, bicycle, and pedestrian
traffic.
The new development should favor primary vehicular entrances to the site from Route
202 and Pepsi Place.
14
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•

•
•
•

Proposals should give special consideration to public transportation, including connections
to the existing Cheverly Metro and the existing bus route as well as bike sharing and scooter
sharing opportunities.
A community run shuttle connecting the development with the Cheverly Metro and town
should be considered.
The proposal should consider opportunities to connect to existing Cheverly by vehicular,
bicycle, and/or pedestrian traffic.
Parking should be concealed in garages and off of main streets whenever possible.

Site Sustainability:
•

•

•

•

The development should minimally meet LEED Gold, LEED Neighborhood Design, and
Building Design standards or an equivalent certification standard. Each building should
have their LEED Gold certification at minimum or an equivalent certification standard.
Proposals should seek to reduce heat island affect, improve storm water management,
respect the existing stream to the south of the site, and persevere the natural mature trees
on site whenever possible.
The design should plan for high performance buildings with sustainable building practices,
on-site energy production, and improved water efficacy through stormwater retention and
green infrastructure.
Heat Island Affect should be combatted through use of green space or tree canopy
coverage, vertical parking, and other innovative techniques.
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SECTION IV: PROPOSAL SUBMITTALS
4.1

TECHNICAL PROPOSAL FORMAT OUTLINE

Each technical proposal shall have the following sections prominently displayed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Title
Transmittal Letter
Table of Contents
Development Team Corporate Structure and Capacity
The Project
a. Conceptual Architectural Design
b. Conceptual Site Plan
c. Proposal Narrative and Description
d. Project Schedule and Milestones
Financial Plan and Financial Return to the RDA
MBE and Local Participation
Community Engagement Strategy
Statement of no Conflict of Interest
Statement of no Pending or Threatening Litigation
Certificate of Good Standing
Exceptions or Restrictions
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4.2

FORMAT DESCRIPTION
Each proposal shall conform to the following order and format.
4.2.1

Transmittal Letter: The proposal shall include a transmittal letter prepared on the
Proposer's business stationery. The purpose is to transmit the proposal; therefore,
it should be brief. The letter must be signed in ink by an individual who is
authorized to bind the firm to all statements, including services and prices,
contained in the proposal.

4.2.2

Title Page: Each proposal shall begin with a Title Page. It should display the
words "RFP No. 2017-2. It should also have the name of the company, and name,
title, business address and telephone number of the person authorized to obligate
the company.

4.2.3

Table of Contents: The proposal should contain a "TABLE OF CONTENTS"
with page numbers indicated.

4.2.4

Proposal: The Respondent shall present their offer on double spaced typed pages.
Respondent must address each of the areas covered under the evaluation criteria
in the order as provided below:
The Project: Respondents must submit a narrative description of the proposed
project including a commitment to achieve a minimum Gold Level LEED
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) Certification or equivalent
standard such as Enterprise Green Communities Criteria. The narrative should
also include a description of how the project enhances the overall neighborhood.
The proposal should also include the proposed financing plan for the demolition
of the existing buildings and the construction of the public infrastructure.
The Development Team and Capacity: Respondents must submit the key
members of the proposed development team including the lead member, proposed
partners, if any, and the architect, civil engineer, landscape architect, site planner,
sustainable design consultant, mechanical, electrical and plumbing engineer,
general contractor and legal counsel. Resumes for each key member of the team
should be submitted and shall be limited to two pages each. Descriptions of
successfully completed projects by the team members of similar scope to the one
17
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proposed shall be included.
Development team shall elaborate on various items including A/E consultants key
experience.
Sustainable design experience – LEED design minimum five LEED Gold rated
design projects in the Mid-Atlantic Region.
A/E design team should demonstrate their experience and understanding of the
local authorities’ approvals and permitting processes.
Local development knowledge – development team including A/E team should
demonstrate local County design process, County permit process.
The proposed corporate structure of the builder/development team must also be
described. The lead member must submit evidence of financial capacity including
lines of credit and commitment letters from lenders and capability to complete the
proposed project. Respondents should include their most recent audited financial
statement.
Local and MBE Participation: The RDA seeks to have a minimum of 30%
County-Based Small Business, County-Based Minority Business Enterprise
(MBE), County-Based Business, Certified County Based Non-Profit Entity,
Certified County Located Business, and Minority Business Enterprise (MBE)
participation during all phases of the project, including design, development,
contracting, subcontracting, marketing, and sales and leasing. Further, a plan to
hire additional County and MBE enterprises beyond those listed in the Proposal
should be submitted. Experience working with local and MBE companies should
be submitted.
Respondents should identify all team members and equity partners that are
certified Minority Business Enterprises or local businesses with the County. The
RDA has a goal of 40% Local and/or MBE equity participation in the project.
Proposals meeting or exceeding the 40% goal will be scored higher in the Local
and MBE Participation criteria than those with lower percentages. It is recognized
that this project will be developed in phases. Local and/or MBE equity
participation plans for later phases of the development will be counted towards
the 40% goal.
18
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Marketing: The Respondent should submit a detailed description of the postaward marketing approach. The marketing strategy should also meet the
development key objective to help residents of this community live an energysmart life as described in the principles.
4.2.5

Exceptions or Restrictions: Should the Respondent take exception to any
provision or requirement of this RFP, it must be indicated in this section.

4.2.6

Affidavits, Certifications, and Affirmation: The Respondent is required to submit
with the proposal certain certifications, affirmations and affidavits. These forms
must be completed by all Respondents. (See Appendix A)

4.2.7 No Conflicts of Interest: The Respondent is required to make a statement of no
knowledge of any potential conflicts of interests with the Redevelopment
Authority or Prince George’s County.
4.2.8

No Pending Litigation: The Respondent must affirm that they are not party to any
pending litigation against the Redevelopment Authority or Prince George’s
County.

4.2.9

Certificate of Good Standing: The Respondent must provide a Certificate of Good
Standing from the State of Maryland.
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SECTION V: EVALUATION AND SELECTION PROCESS
5.1

SELECTION PROCESS

The Proposal that best meets with the Redevelopment Authority’s requirements in this
solicitation, including the Development Objectives, will be selected.
5.2

EVALUATION AND SELECTION COMMITTEE

A multi-agency proposal advisory committee (PAG) may be established to review and evaluate
the responses received by the closing deadline. If established, the composition of the Panel will
be determined by the RDA, in its sole discretion. RDA and/or the Panel may consult with
professional consultants, advisors, and other stakeholders for technical assistance. RDA and/or
the Panel will evaluate each response, taking into account the information provided in response
to the RFP and the best interests of the RDA and County.
The PAG may request additional technical assistance from any resource at its discretion.
5.3

QUALIFYING PROPOSALS

The PAG shall first review each Proposal for compliance with the requirements of this RFP as
set forth in Section IV. Failure to comply with any requirements of this procurement may
disqualify a Respondent’s Proposal. The RDA reserves the right to waive a requirement and/or
minor irregularities when it is in the RDA’s best interest to do so. Proposals will not be opened
publicly. The RDA also reserves the right to request supplemental information from Respondents
during the evaluation period.
5.4

EVALUATION CRITERIA

After determining compliance with the requirements of this RFP, the PAG shall conduct its
evaluation of the technical and cost merit of the proposals. Each proposal received as a result of
this RFP shall be subject to the same review and evaluation process. The following criteria will
be used in the evaluation of submitted proposals:
The Project: Evaluation criteria include the overall consideration given to
the concept plan, Greater Cheverly Sector Plan, economic impact of the
20
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project, the design, the development program, and the consistency with
zoning. Proposals that go above the requirement of Gold Level LEED
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) Certification (or
equivalent standard such as Enterprise Green Communities Criteria or
LEED Platinum) will be scored higher.
Development Team Capacity: Evaluation criteria include demonstrated
experience of the project team to complete projects similar to what is
being proposed the project (15 points). Financial capability will be based
upon the development team equity, sources and uses budget, and audited
financial statements (10 points). Respondents with more liquid assets
that can be dedicated to project will score higher in this category.
Experience working with local and MBE companies should be submitted.
Financial Return to the RDA:
The higher return to the RDA the higher the score.

25 Points

15 Points

MBE/Local Equity Participation. (40% or more RDA goal)
40%

15 Points

31%-39%

Up to 14 pts.

21%-30%

Up to 11 pts.

6%-20%

Up to 7 pts.

0 Points

0%-5%
Development Team MBE/Local Participation
MBE/Local Contracting Plan Participation. 30% or more (County
Contracting goal).

5 Points
5 Points

Responsiveness to the RFP: Evaluation criteria include the level clarity
and presentation in meeting the objectives of the proposal.

5 Points
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Total

100
Points
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5.5

FINAL RANKING AND SELECTION

Based on the PAG’s initial review of proposals, the RDA may invite, without cost to itself,
ranking finalists to make a presentation to the PAG of their proposal and their capabilities as a
further consideration in the selection process. Only those Respondents who are deemed to be
reasonably susceptible of being selected for award shall be offered the opportunity to participate
in this process. Ranking finalists will be asked to present their proposal in a community meeting
prior to the conclusion of the evaluation process. The RDA also reserves the right to request
supplemental information including, but not limited to, audited and unaudited financial
statements of all equity partners. The RDA reserves the right to make an award with or without
negotiations or to request best and final offers.
The evaluation criteria contained herein shall be scored by the PAG based upon the stated weight
factors for each evaluation criteria. The PAG will make recommendations to the Executive
Director for award of the exclusive right to negotiate a Development Agreement with the RDA,
based on the terms of the Respondent’s submission.
Announcement of Short List
Upon review of the responses, RDA may, at its sole discretion, identify a short list of
Respondent and has the sole and absolute discretion to conduct discussions with all, or some, of
the Respondent on the short-list via Best and Final Offer (“BAFO”) submissions. RDA will
contact all Respondents and inform them of the results of the selection review process.
5.6

PROPOSALS PROPERTY OF THE RDA

All proposals submitted in response to this Request for Proposals become the property
of the RDA and may be appended to any formal documentation which would further define or
expand the contractual relationship between the RDA and the successful Respondent.
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APPENDIX A-1 VENDOR CERTIFICATION

VENDORS OATH AND CERTIFICATION
Pursuant to Subtitle 10, Section 10A-110 of the Prince George's County Code, the Purchasing
Agent requests as a matter of law that any contractor receiving a contract or award from Prince
George's County, Maryland, shall affirm under oath as below. Receipt of such certification, under
oath, shall be a prerequisite to the award of contract and payment thereof.
"I (We) hereby declare and affirm under oath and the penalty of making a false statement that if the
contract is awarded to our firm, partnership or corporation that no officer or employee of the County
whether elected or appointed, is in any manner whatsoever interested in, or will receive or has been
promised any benefit from, the profits or emoluments of this contract, unless such interest, ownership
or benefit has been specifically authorized by resolution of the Board of Ethics pursuant to Section
1002 of the Charter of Prince George's County, Maryland; and
I (We) hereby declare and affirm under oath and the penalty of making a false statement that if the
contract is awarded to our firm, partnership or corporation that no member of the elected governing
body of Prince George's County, Maryland, or members of his or her immediate family, including
spouse, parents or children, or any person representing or purporting to represent any member or
members of the elected governing body has received or has been promised, directly or indirectly, any
financial benefit, by way of fee, commission, finder's fee, political contribution, or any other similar form
of remuneration and/or on account of the acts of awarding and/or executing this contract, unless such
officer or employee has been exempted by Section 1002 of the Charter of Prince George's County,
Maryland.
Handwritten Signature of Authorized Principal(s):

Name:

Title:

APPENDIX A-2 QUALIFICATION AFFIDAVIT

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP AND BIDDER QUALIFICATION AFFIDAVIT
Part A below requires a business entity, when responding to a bid or proposal solicitation, to provide a statement
of ownership as a condition of eligibility to receive a contract from Prince George's County.
Part B is an affidavit of "No Conviction" for bribery, attempted bribery, or conspiracy to bribe, and is required
under Section 16-311 of the Maryland State Finance and Procurement Article.
NOTE: Submission of completed document is prerequisite to award.
PART "A" - OWNERSHIP
1.

Date

Full name and address of business

City and State

Zip

2.

Is the business incorporated?

yes

3.

Other names used by business i.e., T/A

Bus. Phone w/area code

no

Non-Corporate Business
If response to Item #2 above is No, list the name and business and residence address of each individual having
a ten percent (10%) or greater financial interest in the business.
Name

Business Address

Residence Address

Corporate Business Entities
Is the corporation listed on a National Securities Exchange?
4.

yes

no

List the names of all officers of the corporation, their business and residence addresses and the date
they assumed their respective offices.
Residence
Name

Office

Date Office
Business/Address

Assumed

5.
List the names of all members of the current Board of Directors, their business and residence addresses,
the date each member assumed office and the date his/her term as a Director shall expire (if any).
Date
Name
6.

Date Term of
Business/Address

Office Assumed

Office Expires

List the names and residence addresses of all individuals owning at least ten percent (10%) of the
shares of any class of corporate security, including but not limited to stocks of any type or class
and serial maturity bonds of any type or class.

Name

Residence Address

This Financial Disclosure Statement has been prepared by ____________________________________
___________________________________________________ on this _______ day of ________________,
19___.
_____________________________________________
Signed by Preparer
PART "B" - AFFIDAVIT (BIDDER'S QUALIFICATION STATEMENT)
1.

I am the ___________________ of ________________________________________________________
a party interested in obtaining a contract with Prince George's County under conditions set forth in documents
for Bid No. ___________________.
2.

3.

Upon examination of relevant records and to the best of my knowledge, no officer, director, partner or employees
of the aforementioned business entity has on the basis of acts committed after July 1, 1977, been convicted of, or
entered a plea of nolo contendere to, a charge of bribery, attempted bribery or conspiracy to bribe under the laws
of the State of Maryland, any other state, or the federal government other than those listed on the attachment to this
affidavit (attachment should list name, title, offense, place and date of conviction or plea);
I have been authorized to make this statement on behalf of the aforementioned party.
_________________________________
(Signature)

ACKNOWLEDGMENT (Corporate)
I, _________________________________________________________________________________ certify that
Name (Printed)
I am the ___________________________________________________ of
____________________________________________________and that
Title and Business Entity
______________________________________________________________________ who signed the above Affidavit/
Name (Printed)
is _______________________________________________________________________ of said entity; that
Title

I know his/her signature, and his/her signature thereto is genuine; and that the above Affidavit/Statement of
Ownership was duly signed, sealed, and attested for in behalf of said entity by authority of its governing body.
Further, under penalty of perjury I solemnly affirm that the contents of the foregoing Affidavit and Statement
of Ownership are true to the best of my knowledge, information and belief.
____________________________________ (SEAL)
(Name Printed)
____________________________________ (SEAL)
(Signature)
____________________________________ (SEAL)
Corporate Seal (as applicable)
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Conceptual Design
Site Plan
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Conceptual Design
Aerial Image
Image
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BW Parkway / 202 Site Entrance
“The Boardwalk” and Urban Park
x

Primary Site Entrance at NE corner – BW Parkway + Rt.
202

x

Possible Local Connection at Inwood Rd – Vehicular,
Bicycle, and/or Pedestrian

x

“The Boardwalk” – Dining, Retail, Commercial space
overlooking a water feature and wooded area

x

Renovation of existing garage, central to commercial
space and hotel

x

Urban park, provides a pleasant public space and
pedestrian connection between Town Square and “The
Boardwalk”

x

Site Trail Connection
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The Town Square
Central Site
x

Large Town Square

x

Year-round water feature / ice rink

x

Street parking + Garage parking

x

Large community building – Possible multipurpose
spaces, art spaces, classrooms, gallery, small
performance space, satellite library, etc

x

Commercial Space – Grocery, retail, dining, fitness club,
day care, office space or clinic space, pharmacy, etc

x

Pedestrian street – Retail/dining with outdoor tables
and plantings, possible Farmers Market
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Kenilworth / Pepsi Place Entrance
“Senior Village” and Park Space
x

Primary site entrance from Pepsi Place

x

“Senior Village” – Possible independent and/or assisted
living facility, ample senior amenity spaces, large plaza
and connection to site trail

x

“The Overlook” Park – Sprawling garden with great
views

x

Formal Garden – direct connection to site trail

x

Senior, Multifamily, and Townhome housing

x

Large playground area for resident use
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Density
Housing on site
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Commercial Space
Housing on site

Average Square Footage for Relevant Program:
Small Grocery Store (ex. Trader Joes’): 45,000 - 60,000 SF
Fitness Club: 10,000 – 20,000 SF
Goods, Retail, Services: 2,000 – 8,000 SF
Dining: 2,000 – 4,000 SF
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Recreation
Features on Site
x

Site trail loop – Connects to adjacent neighborhood
parks

x

Town Square with interactive splash fountain/ice rink

x

Preserved tree line, wooded buffer from adjacent
neighborhood

x

Variety of Green Space – mature wooded area,
gardens, urban park, playground space
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Sustainability
Seeking LEED Gold

Energy + Atmosphere
- Renewable energy
- High performance buildings

Water Efficacy
- Stormwater retained on site
- Use of green infrastructure

Location + Transit
- Shuttle service to/from metro
- Improved walkability and bikeability

Sustainable Sites
- Increased density and connectivity
- Sensitive site development
- Reduced Heat Island Affect through
green space coverage and vertical parking
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Transportation
Existing Conditions + Goals
x

Maintain North and South entrances as
primary entrances to/from site

x

Offer connections to Greater Cheverly
through local vehicular, bicycle, and/or
pedestrian connection
x

x
x

x

Greenleaf/Hawthorne: Easiest access
for Cheverly residents, some challenges
with topography and natural features
Lockwood/Inwood: Provides
convenient local connection, challenges
with narrow street
Jason: Presents topography challenges,
best option for pedestrian/bicycle
access

Improve public transit to/from Metro by
supporting existing local bus route
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Transportation
Sector Plan
x

Sector Plan maintains Kenilworth and BW Parkway / Rt 202 as primary
site entrance

x

Vehicular connectivity to Lockwood Road + Inwood Street

x

Pedestrian connection from Jason Street

x

Improve public transit and bicycle connectivity
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Transportation
Vehicular, Bicycle, and Pedestrian
x

Primary Entrances @
Kenilworth/Pepsi Place and
BW Parkway/Rt 202 for
resident and visitor traffic

x

Possible connections at
Inwood, Jason, Lockwood,
Hawthorne, and/or
Greenleaf for local traffic

x

Primary streets include
vehicular lanes, street
parking, bike lane, and wide
pedestrian sidewalks

x

Pedestrian streets form
linear public space
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Transportation
Bus Route and Site Trails
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Stormwater + Heat Island Mitigation
Green Infrastructure
x

Green roofs, bioswales, micro
bioretention devices

x

Large water feature doubles as a
retention and flood control device

x

Ample green space and
preservation of existing wooded
areas

x

Dramatic increase in street trees

x

Vertical parking and green roofs
reduce Heat Island Effect

x

Permeable pavers at strategic areas
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Stephen Paul
Executive Director
Redevelopment Authority
9200 Basil Court, Suite 504
Largo, Maryland 20774
June 9, 2021
RE: Recommendations from the Town of Cheverly to the RDA – Hospital Site Redevelopment
Dear Stephen Paul,
The Town of Cheverly supports the responsible and responsive redevelopment of the site of the
former Prince George’s Hospital into a premier housing and retail site. The redevelopment of
Hospital Hill provides the Redevelopment Authority (RDA), Prince George’s County, the Town
and community of Cheverly, and the greater Cheverly area with an extraordinary opportunity to
partner in creating a landmark example of “Build Back Better.”
The Town of Cheverly is grateful for the RDA’s close engagement with our Town and
community heading into the release of the request for proposals for a master developer for this
project. It is imperative that any applicant expressly commits to working closely with the Town
of Cheverly, our advisory bodies (Cheverly Green Infrastructure Committee and Cheverly
Planning Board), and Town residents in every aspect of the design and development of the
Hospital Hill site.
The Town of Cheverly urges the RDA to only advance applicants with a demonstrated
commitment and ability to prioritizing leading-edge sustainable practices in environmental
protection, social equity, and economic viability in every aspect of land use, design, build, and
operation. We also urge that the RFP require that the design, build, and operation of this site
fully incorporate state-of-the-art renewable energy practices and exceed County stormwater
management retention standards. We urge the RDA to prioritize commitment and sustained
investment in transit-oriented development of this site and bike and pedestrian improvements
and connectivity. It is essential that the selected developer work directly with the Town of
Cheverly to mitigate impacts of motor vehicle traffic to and from the site and for street
connection design options that address traffic and safety concerns. Recognizing the many
mutual benefits of formal incorporation of this site into the municipality of Cheverly, the Town
further urges that the RDA give enhanced consideration to development proposals that proffer
annexation to the Town after project completion.
The Town of Cheverly

6401 Forest Road

Cheverly, MD 20785-3197 (301) 773-8360

Fax: (301) 773-0173

Redevelopment of the Hospital Hill site is the most critical development matter to come before
Cheverly in decades, and every aspect of this development has the potential to redefine our
Town and community. People are often surprised to learn that the properties that make up the
hospital complex are not actually within the Town of Cheverly. Geographically, the site is an
immediate adjacent neighbor to Cheverly residents and bisects one of our municipal wards. The
size and elevation of the site control our viewshed, watershed, green infrastructure, and air
quality. The greater Cheverly area of Prince George’s County has struggled under a legacy of
environmental injustice and economic and development inequity paired with insufficient
community representation in decision-making. Given this legacy and that the Hospital Hill site is
literally wrapped within our Cheverly community, it is critical that the RDA work with the Town
of Cheverly to identify ways for direct inclusion of Cheverly representation within the RFP and
development process.
The Town of Cheverly respectfully requests that the RDA incorporate in their entirety the
considered recommendations of our Town advisory bodies and the Cheverly Mayor and Council
within the RDA’s RFP and development process (attached). We welcome every opportunity to
continue open communication, substantive consultation, and robust partnership with the RDA
and selected development team in the process ahead.
Sincerely,

Laila Riazi, Mayor
Town of Cheverly
Attachments:
Key Recommendations of Cheverly Mayor and Council
Adopted Recommendations of Town of Cheverly Advisory Bodies

The Town of Cheverly

6401 Forest Road

Cheverly, MD 20785-3197 (301) 773-8360

Fax: (301) 773-0173

Key recommendations of the Cheverly Mayor and Council

Many of the Cheverly Mayor and Council recommendations are presented in fuller detail within
the attached Cheverly Green Infrastructure Committee and Cheverly Planning Board
recommendations. The points below are shared to emphasize our call for substantive
involvement of our Town and our community throughout the redevelopment process and our
expectation that the redevelopment of Hospital Hill raise the standard for environmental, social,
design, infrastructure, and economic sustainability.
The Process

•

•

•
•
•

Requirement of applicants to work closely with the Town of Cheverly, our advisory bodies
(Cheverly Green Infrastructure Committee and Cheverly Planning Board), and Town
residents in every aspect of design and development of the Hospital Hill site.
That the RDA only advance applicants with a demonstrated commitment and ability to
prioritize leading edge sustainable practices in environmental protection, social equity,
and economic viability in every aspect of land use, design, build, and operation.
Enhanced consideration to development proposals that support annexation by the Town
of Cheverly post development.
Commitment from the RDA to work with the Town of Cheverly to identify ways for direct
inclusion of Cheverly representation within the RFP and development processes.
RDA and developer commitment to fund and work with the Town and homeowners
adjacent to the Hospital Hill site for the removal of bamboo, ivy, and other invasive
species from affected homeowners’ properties and to address the erosion and
stormwater management concerns of the adjacent homeowners.

Environment, Green Infrastructure, Sustainable Development

•
•
•
•
•

Requirement of state-of-the-art renewable wind energy, solar energy, and storm water
management practices.
Stormwater management improvements that extend to serve immediately adjacent or
connected Cheverly streets.
Removal of bamboo, other invasive plants and trees, from across the Hospital Hill site.
Baseline air quality monitoring and noise survey of the site and direct consultation with
the Town on specific mitigation of air, sound, and light pollution.
Preservation, restoration, and the expansion and connection of green infrastructure on
the site of the development and with existing green ribbon and Town and MNCPPC park
spaces (Nature Park and Euclid Park). Preservation to include the protection of existing
mature trees within the already built environment and that the on-site tree canopy
coverage exceeds 40%.
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Traffic and Transportation

•

•

•
•
•

•

Commitment to public transportation, walkability, and bikeability. Recommend
Transportation Demand Management designation for area, to include regulations,
subsidies, and incentives for use of Metro bus and rail.
RDA commitment to expand the minimum required transportation assessment,
coordinate with the Department of Public Works & Transportation, WMATA, and the
County Council to determine the additional investments that would be necessary to
make the site transit oriented.
An emphasis on development of adequate primary motor vehicle ingress and egress
areas to the north and south of the Hospital Hill site.
Clear designation that any internal street connections are limited and intended only as a
distant, secondary ingress/egress in support internal community connection.
RDA commitment to work with the Town of Cheverly to determine what traffic calming
improvements can be installed on roads in the Town of Cheverly to help mitigate the
impacts of any additional motor vehicle traffic to and from the hospital site. These
studies should be completed as part of the master plan process.
Funding of study, design and construction of traffic calming measures for all streets
incorporated into Hospital Hill regardless of vehicular or pedestrian connection.

Bicycle and Pedestrian Trails and Access

•
•

•
•

RDA and developer focus on building county/state/federal partnership for Bicycle and
Pedestrian Bridge connectivity to Anacostia Trail/Bladensburg Waterfront Park.
RDA commitment to exceed the minimum requirements of the zoning ordinance and
coordinate with the Department of Parks and Recreation, the Town of Cheverly, the
Maryland State Highway Administration, and the Department of Public Works and
Transportation to study how pedestrian and bicycle access can be provided between the
Hospital Hill site and the nearby areas, including the Town, the industrial areas, the
Metrorail station, and nearby parks such as Bladensburg Waterfront. This expanded
commitment will be necessary to understand the investment required to achieve
equitable access to the hospital site. This study should be completed as part of the
master plan process.
Coordinated bikeshare locations with the Town of Cheverly and commitment to identify
and incorporate electric assist bicycles within bikeshare inventory.
Inclusion of bicycle access ramps or assists for steep grades along connected streets and
along trails throughout the development to increase access for riders of varying ages and
abilities.
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Composition and Density of Residential and Commercial Development

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Dedicated senior living options (purchase and rental—also, desire for continuum of care
opportunity). Cheverly residents are looking for ways to continue to live in their
community when their multistory, single family homes no longer serve their needs.
Residential to include a mix of both rental and ownership and to include townhome,
condominium, and apartment mix.
Integration of market rate housing with 15 mixed-unit reduced rate SSI/SSDI disability
and low income apartments, with inventory to include accessibly designed units.
Support for medium to medium-high density residential.
Design and budget to support undergrounding of all utilities, to include electrical and
cable/internet.
An economic feasibility analysis to support a balanced retail component. This analysis
would be a valuable study and provide much needed understanding and nuance to what
types of businesses would consider locating in this area and would flourish in this area.
Explicit agreement from the developer on zoning restrictions—to not allow fueling
stations, convenience stores, liquor stores, storage facilities, “fast” or drive through food
establishments, or similar businesses within this redevelopment.

Community Amenities

•

RFP requirement of support for and investment in Community Amenities (outdoor and
indoor public spaces) as outlined by the Town and Cheverly community.
o Intergenerational design spaces to support senior activities and
daycare/preschool.
o Outdoor amenities to include splash park, dog park, natural play spaces,
amphitheater, pond/skating rink, trail or para-course.
o 2k to 5k square feet of indoor meeting, performance, community/children’s
theatre, maker space, satellite library/USPS site to include co-op beverage/snack
counter/storefront.
o Free broadband wi-fi access

— End of attachment
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Adopted Recommendations of Town of Cheverly Advisory Bodies

We bring forward the recommendations of our advisory bodies as from the Town of Cheverly.
Incorporating these recommendations are essential to the successful and sustainable
redevelopment of Hospital Hill, and we request that they be incorporated in both the RFP and
throughout the redevelopment process.
Recommendations — Cheverly Green Infrastructure Committee

The Cheverly Green Infrastructure Plan (www.greencheverly.org), adopted by the Town of
Cheverly in 2011, identified a network of natural areas within Cheverly, and made
recommendations for soil, water, vegetation, animal life, and land use and our built
environment. The plan can be modified as conditions change, for example changes in municipal
boundaries. The Cheverly Green Infrastructure Committee, established in 2011, advises the
Mayor and Town Council on environmental issues.
In a small town such as Cheverly even seemingly small losses of natural areas,
native plants and animal life and street trees can have a big and long-lasting impact. Our
neighborhood streets, alleys, utility avenues, nature trails and yards form a connecting
network of green conservation corridors that also serve for recreation, relaxation and
access. We have the opportunity to restore yards to green oases attracting important
bird and insect pollinators and other animal life; to turn church and schoolyards into
green gathering and learning centers; to establish utility alleys and underdeveloped
parcels into green corridors linking natural hubs and creating walking trails; to
incorporate green building practices that reduce use of valuable natural resources and
lower energy bills; and even to transform roofs into habitats that help retain water at the
source and scour pollutants. -- Cheverly Green Infrastructure Plan
The hospital site does not stand on its own but is part of a larger area sharing similar soil types,
forest communities, and drainage areas. Thus, the environments of the hospital site and presentday Cheverly, particularly its western frontier, should be considered together.
The hospital site development can be a neighbor working with Cheverly to preserve and improve
conditions for the entire area. It offers an opportunity to showcase green practices for the entire
region. To this end we recommend that in planning the development consideration be given
both to environmental concerns within the boundaries of the development (referred to as
onsite) and to impacts on adjacent properties (neighbor impacts). Of course, some
recommendations pertain to both categories. The recommendations apply to all phases of
design, demolition, construction, and operation.
We further recommend that the planners give preservation and maintenance of existing natural
areas the same emphasis as corrective measures also known as “green infrastructure.”
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We urge that the request for proposals from developers reflect these recommendations. The
RFP should describe the Cheverly community, its desires and needs. Developers should express
willingness to meet frequently with the Town of Cheverly and the community.
Natural Areas Network

Establish and preserve a natural areas network, including a system of five hubs and connecting
corridors. Connecting corridors between the natural-area hubs are essential to maintaining a
healthy biodiversity.
● The woods of Euclid Park and Cheverly Nature Park are two of Cheverly’s natural-area
hubs. The development can connect those hubs by preserving and adding to existing
natural corridors, including Parcel 181.
● Transfer parcel 181 to M-NCPPC for non-intensive park use.
Parcel 181 was acquired by eminent domain for public use and is subject to a Tree
Conservation Plan. This parcel is within Cheverly’s boundaries.
● It would be preferable that more of the land be managed as parkland.
The development as originally presented to the town was confined to parcels 28 and 126.
The land surrounding the high point is currently used by the community as an overlook,
for example for viewing the national Fourth of July fireworks, and for sledding.
Water

Clean water sustains the natural environment, provides essential services for the community….
Natural seeps, springs and groundwater provide clean water to area streams. The most
damaging water pollution and degradation in the region is caused by unchecked stormwater
runoff.
Onsite
● Within the development area, stormwater management design should exceed the
current county standards of controlling a 1.5-inch rain event. Keep all stormwater on the
site; underground storage is an option.
Neighbor impacts
● Prevent runoff, with its associated sedimentation and pollution, into streams and their
buffers.
Stormwater runoff is directed from the ridgeline of the hospital site toward the stream
we refer to as Tributary 1 on the east and toward Quincy Run on the north. Tributary 1
lies at the base of the hospital site hill, parcels 181 and 117. A spring and wetland are
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●
●
●
●

nearby. At present stormwater from a hospital parking lot and from lots of Kenilworth
Industrial Park is directed into Tributary 1. The stream has been heavily impacted by
sedimentation from runoff and construction. It suffered from sewage discharge from the
hospital in 2009. See www.greencheverly.org for more descriptions of Tributary 1 and its
environs.
There should be no additional stormwater discharge into the stream.
Show expected impacts on Quincy Run.
Preserve or add to stream buffers to achieve 100-foot buffers.
Avoid disturbance of ecologically-functional natural stormwater management areas.
The swale at the western end of Greenleaf Road is ecologically functional. It filters and
absorbs stormwater before it runs into Tributary 1. 56th Place and western Greenleaf
Road have no storm drains, so the swale acts as the stormwater management. As of the
February 11 meeting Greenleaf Road was still being considered as an access point. It was
acknowledged that a Greenleaf access was topographically difficult, but no mention was
made of the environmental issues. Paving of this area would mean removing any
stormwater management. Furthermore, any road would have to cross the stream and
land owned by the Town of Cheverly. WSSC considers this area a wetland.

Vegetation

The vegetation of our natural areas provides us with many free ecoservices. Trees and other
plants help retain and filter stormwater, reducing flooding and soil erosion. They also remove
polluting gases and particulates to purify the air and provide shade to ameliorate heat island
effects. Tree leaves moderate the impact of heavy downpours that can erode soil, and root
systems hold water, decreasing runoff volume and velocity. Our woods produce oxygen and
sequester carbon to reduce climate warming and moderate temperature and humidity to help
maintain a stable climate. Forested areas retain phosphorus and other nutrients required by
plant life. The organic plant layer in soil breaks down waste materials, recycles nutrients and
forms new soil.
Onsite
● Preserve mature trees rather than clear-cutting and subsequent landscape planting of
younger trees..
It is well known that trees, in addition to providing benefits, add monetary and aesthetic
value to developments. The redevelopment is an opportunity to use construction
methods that permit retention of trees.
● Require at least a 40% tree canopy “grow out” goal for the Hospital Hill landscape plan.
When integrated into development wisely, green infrastructure, especially tree canopy,
will provide on-site stormwater management, help reduce heat island effect, clean our
air and provide other health benefits.
● Best Management Practices to achieve a healthy diverse stocking should also be
implemented in the landscape plan. One rule of thumb is not to have stocking of one
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species over 10%. This practice helps avoid the monoculture effect; for example that
created when the developer plants all of a single species.
● In landscaping, use 100% native plants (trees, shrubs, flowers, grasses), using local
ecotypes and reflecting the plants naturally occurring in the immediate surroundings.
A type 2 tree conservation plan, TCP2-228-90, covers all the hospital site parcels, and
includes planting lists which fit the above criteria. Inventories of trees and other plants
occurring in Cheverly’s natural areas are at
https://sites.google.com/site/cheverlygreenplan/cheverlysgreenspaces/life-in-cheverly.
● Replace the callery pears on parcel 181 with native species.
Neighbor impacts
● Preserve currently wooded areas.
These filter and reduce the impacts of stormwater on the hillside.
Wildlife

Both plant and animal kingdoms provide us the basic ecoservices we need, and the
interdependence of plants and animals make their and our continued existence possible.
Without animals there would be no waste removal, decomposition, detoxification, pest control,
nutrient recycling, nitrogen fixation, or production of organic fertilizer. All the vital natural
chemical transfers such as carbon, nitrogen, sulphur or phosphorus cycles, include stages
mediated by members of the animal kingdom. Microbial life in natural soils permits nutrient and
other chemical transfers to occur and the mobility of animal life enables pollination of plants and
seed dispersal on a greater scale and over wider areas than can be done by other means. Larger
browsing animals such as deer maintain a balance among vegetative species by not allowing any
one species to become overly dominant. Both mammalian and avian predators control rodent
populations that could otherwise reproduce explosively and cause harm to property and spread
disease. Birds maintain control of insects that harm our gardens or carry West Nile fever or Lyme
disease.
Onsite
● Preserve connected wooded areas for their wildlife value.
Currently the hospital site serves as a wildlife corridor for mammals of many sizes, not to
speak of the countless beneficial creatures less obvious to the casual onlooker. Deer rest
and feed on the hillside, where foxes, too, have their dens. The ridge serves as an avian
flyway for protected migrating raptors and smaller birds. For about six years, a breeding
pair of ospreys has made its nests on one of the communications towers.
● Use dark-sky compliant lighting to avoid impacts on bird life.
● Avoid large reflective surfaces (windows) to prevent bird kills.
● Consider providing wildlife underpasses or bridges.
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Soil

Soil is the foundation of all green infrastructure. Soil microorganisms modify chemicals into
nutrients plants can use. Soil also retains gases necessary for life and stores carbon, which is a
contributor to global warming. Soil holds, filters, purifies and releases water slowly to replenish
our aquifers thus reducing flooding and erosion. It also captures waste and toxic substances.
Onsite
● Prevent soil compaction.
● Use permeable paving.
● Consider soil types in planning.
Soils of the currently unbuilt areas of the site are considered somewhat or very limited in
suitability for dwellings with basements, roads, paths and trails, and lawns and
landscapes, due to moderate to severe likelihood of erosion.
Land Use and the Built Environment

Green building techniques can make our homes and commercial buildings more energy-efficient,
limit our carbon footprint and significantly reduce our impact on area streams. Air pollution
harms living organisms and damages both the natural and manmade environment. As an insidethe-beltway family community, Cheverly is directly impacted by poor air quality, especially from
vehicular emissions. Reduced air quality is among the causes of a rapid increase in respiratory
illness among children.
Onsite
● Construction should follow LEED Platinum standards or the Passive Haus equivalent.
● Use pollution-fighting cool vegetated roofs, rooftop solar panels, or white reflective
roofs.
● Include charging stations for electric cars in most garage parking spaces.
● Study the feasibility of the planned bike trail on parcel 181. The steep hill and highly
erodible soils may make such a trail unfeasible.
● Natural-surface trails are preferred.
Neighbor impacts
● Minimize light pollution for wildlife and humans alike.
"Hospital Hill," particularly parcel 117, is considerably higher than the residential area of
Cheverly to its east. Lights in the parking lot on that parcel have been a problem for
residents. Housing on parcel 117 overlooking the residences will present the same
problems.
● Consider the views from the western frontier of Cheverly as well as those from the
development.
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The map for scheme 1 shows what appear to be sight lines from two points in the “green
space” toward Cheverly. Sight lines toward the development are equally important.
● Work with immediate neighbors to minimize property impacts.
Remove and replace bamboo for better screening.
● Choose building materials to minimize heat island effects.
Because the altitude of the development is higher than that of the residential area just to
its east, nighttime temperature inversions can trap hot air and therefore pollution rising
from the heat islands.
● The Town of Cheverly has partnered with the University of Maryland in a hyper-local
project to monitor air pollutants with an emphasis on health impacts. The development
can work together with this project.

Adopted Recommendations of Town of Cheverly Advisory Bodies, cont'd on pg. 7.
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Adopted Recommendations of Town of Cheverly Advisory Bodies, cont'd:

Recommendations — Cheverly Planning Board

The Planning Board serves in an advisory role to The Council on various projects related to
planning and development and other planning related matters affecting the Town of Cheverly
that come before The Council. The Board also actively makes recommendations to The Council
for planning and development matters that positively impact the citizens of Cheverly.
1. The Countywide Map Amendment (CMA) designation for hospital hill is CGO. From our
understanding this designation allows for a very broad range of uses. We recommend
that RDA’s RFP include language asking the developer to explore a more targeted
designation, including one of the Planned Development zones, with land use/massing
diagrams for up to three zoning designations that meet aspirations of the Greater
Cheverly Sector Plan.
2. We also think it is important to test whether there is a market for higher density
development, considering the proximity to Metro. We recommend that RDA’s RFP
include language asking the developer to test the residential and office density threshold
needed to support neighborhood-serving retail and restaurants.
3. Hospital Hill is isolated and disconnected from Cheverly and the broader area. We
recommend that RDA’s RFP include the following elements to enhance connectivity:
•
•
•

Explore potential routes and operating costs associated with bus/shuttle service to
Hospital Hill, including access to Metro or other destinations.
Design pedestrian and bike facilities throughout the redevelopment and recommend
gaps to fill in the adjacent pedestrian and bike network (e.g. shared-use facilities
along Hospital Drive to Kenilworth and along Landover).
Evaluate the feasibility of directly connecting Cheverly to Hospital Hill through new
contextually sensitive streets via Lockwood and/or Inwood (including sidewalks,
street trees, and pedestrian lighting).
o Prepare three circulation options and analyze the impact of traffic on the
broader community (both one-way in/out and two-way options).
o Develop a highly visual presentation that includes best practices and case
studies for designing sustainable neighborhood streets. The presentation
should include strategies for reducing the impact to residents on those
streets.
o Prepare three conceptual landscape/urban design renderings that
demonstrate the character of preferred street connections.
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4. Parking should be incorporated so that it is not visible, and it will be important to ensure
that there is adequate parking. We recommend that RDA’s RFP requests a detailed
parking analysis and best practices when it comes to garage aesthetics, safety,
technology, and lighting.
5. We envision the Hospital Hill redevelopment to express its design through the local
identity, considering the proximity to the Anacostia River, Baltimore Washington
Parkway, and towns of Cheverly and Bladensburg with their abundant community
infrastructure (e.g. parks, playgrounds, recreational amenities, schools, etc.). We
recommend that RDA’s RFP includes language asking the developer to establish a design
vernacular and public realm that is authentic to Cheverly and Bladensburg.
6. Regularly meet with the town and community to share scopes, discuss findings, and
collaborate for success.

— End of attachment.
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EXHIBIT 1 SOURCES AND USES
Sources and Uses Budget
(to be submitted by Respondent)

EXHIBIT 2 PROFORMA
5 Year Proforma
(to be submitted by Respondent)

